 Uncertainty in the business-government interface has the potential to create significant transaction costs. Therefore, comprehension of the competition law treatment of widely used business practices, including branding, has an immediate benefit for management wishing to demonstrate legal compliance and for the wider economy.
METHODOLOGY
 The authors ask if, and how, branding constitutes an anticompetitive act. These questions are assessed through the systematic assessment of 423 competition examinations made by the UK competition authorities between 1950 and 2007.  A testing procedure is then adopted to identify if anticompetitive cases which consider branding issues are different from other non-branding cases.
KEY FINDINGS
 Branding is viewed to be an anticompetitive concern in a range of circumstances. It may facilitate excessive pricing, lead to the creation of vertical restraints, and/or result in consumer confusion.
 Branding cases are different from non-branding cases. They involve relatively large firms operating in concentrated markets and include a high proportion of manufacturing firms.
 There are inconsistencies in how competition authorities interpret the influence of branding over vertical restraints and consumer choice and confusion. This inconsistency occurs over time and between industries and is viewed to lead to greater business uncertainty.  Competition law needs to be disseminated more widely amongst business communities. This will require greater prominence for competition policy within business school syllabi.
CCP Policy Briefing
 Greater reference to business and management theory on the part of competition law agencies would assist the comprehension of business techniques such as branding.
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